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What you can expect

Highlights: Technology and service innovations;

Strategies to promote wellbeing and reduce stress

Spotlights: Voices from the TANF field

Your experiences and ideas: We want to hear

from you and your communities
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Spotlight speakers

Andrea Barnum

Human Services Programs Manager 

Arapahoe/Douglas Works!

Centennial, CO

Kataney Couamin

Director

Workforce Operations

Philadelphia Works, Inc.

Philadelphia, PA
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Your experiences and ideas:-1
Join us in the chat!
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Where our data come from

⁄ Virtual learning 
community groups
- Insights gleaned from 

nearly 100 virtual 
discussion groups 

- Representation from 6 
states (CA, CO, MI, PA, 
OH, VT)

- Peer-led and focused on 
key challenges faced 
early in the pandemic

- Held late spring – early 
fall 2020

⁄ Seven-part survey 

series1

- 965 total responses from 

18 states

- Overrepresentation of 

responses from 

California and Colorado

- Fielded February-March 

2021

⁄ Individualized 

evaluation support

- Project SPARK-

sponsored TA to select 

states and localities

- Stories and experiences 

shared by staff teams 

through the course of 

these research-practice 

partnerships

1 OMB control #0970-0531
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Highlights:
Technology and service innovations 
in TANF programs
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Streamlining the program experience with 
technology

Coaching, case management, and employment/training through on online 

platforms

Use existing, freely available online resources to support education and training

activities

Record short, personalized videos and send them to participants

Convert key documentation into a completely electronic, virtual process
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Bridging the digital divide

Directly provide computers and/or internet 

access to participants using existing 

support services or unused incentives

Increase the use of SMS text and instant 

messaging (through social media)

Data Dive

33%
of respondents’ agencies offered 

tech trainings for participants

31%
of respondents’ agencies offered

computers or laptops to participants

22% of respondents’ agencies purchased

new technology for participants

15% of respondents’ agencies paid for

participants’ internet/WiFi hotspot

n=127 TANF program administrators and staff survey 

fielded in February 2021
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Reframing participant engagement and 
accountability
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Spotlight:
Arapahoe/Douglas Works!
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Your experiences and ideas:-2
Join us in the chat!
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Highlights:
Strategies to promote wellbeing and 
reduce stress
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Reduce stress and promote wellbeing

Create flexibility

• Flexible office hours

• Self-scheduling for

appointments

• Easier to cure sanctions

• Remote/virtual meeting

options

Provide a safe 

environment

• Reconfigure office space

• Mask, vaccination

requirements

• Protective shields

• Limitations on the number

of people and meetings

Prioritize self-care

• Time for mindfulness at

work and home

• Focusing on wellbeing

during regular supervision

• Encouraging time off and

boundaries with working

hours while at home
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Reduce stress and promote wellbeing 
(continued)

Regular check-ins

• Supervisors routinely 

check in with staff one-on-

one and in team settings

• Regular stress and 

wellbeing questionnaire

• Staff goal-setting

Cultivate community

• Repurpose staff meetings 

to focus solely on 

community-building

• Use interactive tools (live 

polling or MURAL) 

• Intentionally schedule, 

host social activities

Talk honestly about DEI

• Discuss microaggressions 

in the workplace

• Discuss the history and 

ongoing oppression of 

people of color

• Explore adaptations to 

program services to 

address inequities
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Spotlight:
Philadelphia Works, Inc.
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Your experiences and ideas:-3
Join us in the chat!
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Be sure to check out the briefs!

Project SPARK page 

on the OPRE website

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/project/supporting-partnerships-

advance-research-and-knowledge-project-spark
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DISCLAIMER

The views expressed in this webinar do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Office of Planning, Research, and

Evaluation, the Administration for Children and Families, or the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The mention 

of third-party applications and products throughout this presentation does not in any way constitute an endorsement or claim 

about efficacy from the aforementioned agencies, Mathematica, or The Adjacent Possible.
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